
Defend a Suit Contract

Re-Read Defense Against No Trump:  
• Most of that advice still applies.

• Forget long suit tactics. Declarer can now ruff your long suit.

• Look for opportunities to ruff for your side.

• 2nd Hand Low; 3rd Hand High:  Still generally apply, with the same exceptions.

More Detective Work:
• Does dummy have a long suit on which declarer can discard losers?  (If so, cash your 

winners now, before they disappear on dummy's long suit.)

• Does dummy have shortness where declarer can ruff losers?  (If so, lead trump to 
reduce the number of ruffs that dummy can make.)

• Does your partner have shortness? Example: Declarer bid clubs as a second suit, you 
have 5 clubs, dummy has 3 ... this leaves at most 1 club for partner.

• Watch how suits break to deduce declarer's and partner's distribution. Example: the 
opponents bid: 1S-2D-2H-4H. Declarer most likely has 5 spades & 4 hearts. Once you 
see dummy, you can deduce how many hearts & spades partner has. Also, declarer has 
only 4 cards in the minors. Try to deduce whether these are 2-2 or 3-1 or 4-0.

Make a Plan for the Defense: Where Can We Get 4 Tricks:

• Did partner lead from an honor sequence? If so, help set up partner's winners in 
this suit before declarer can discard the losers from this suit.

• Did partner lead from a short suit? If so, play 2nd hand high to give partner a ruff.

• Do you have a short suit? Lead that suit. If partner wins a trick, partner can give you a 
ruff. But consider whether you will have any trump left when partner wins a trick.

• Use process of elimination: If you cannot win any tricks in spades or diamonds, then 
try hearts or clubs. Sometimes, only one suit provides any chance at all.

• If you see only 1 chance to beat the contract, take that 1 chance. If you need 
partner to have a specific card for that 1 chance to work, assume partner has it.

Think & Plan at Trick 1: 
• Main reason: So there will be no hesitation later on.

• Example: Dummy has only low diamonds. You have the Ace. Will you play low if/when 

declarer leads a low diamond from dummy? Declarer may have K&J and may need to 
guess who has the Ace and who has the Queen. If you hesitate, you might help declarer 
guess right. You must play smoothly 2nd hand low (unless you have a reason in your plan 
to win a trick early.)

Play as a pair, not as 2 Individuals: 
• Give signals: Attitide when partner leads, count when declarer leads, discard when you 

run out of a suit, remaining count when you win the first trick in partner's suit.

• Pay attention to partner's signals.  
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Other Defensive Tactics: 
• Make declarer ruff on the long side: This is usually good or neutral for the defending 

side, hardly ever bad. It is good when declarer becomes short in trump and loses control of 
the hand. When this does not happen, it is neutral when it gives declarer a trick declarer 
already had coming. It is bad when you do this instead of cashing out your winners and 
those winners subsequently disappear.

• Do not give declarer a ruff & sluff. Do not lead a suit where both dummy and declarer 
are void if dummy still has trump. Declarer will ruff on one side and discard a loser (sluff) 
from the other side. Your side loses a trick, no longer winning the loser that they discarded.

• Avoid breaking new suits. The advantage lies with the hand that gets to play last to a 

trick. If you break a new suit, you give them that advantage.

• But try not to continue a suit that the other side has started. They are often trying 
to establish that suit. If you lead it again, you help them establish it.
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